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2) How did Italy become a modern tax state?
Modern taxation is defined in the literature (Seelkopf et al. 2021) as a

taxation system that collects revenues primarily by relying on broad-base

progressive income tax, social security contributions, general sales or value

added tax, and corporate income tax. Its rise in history has been primarily

explained through war financing and military spending (Tilly 1975, Scheve

and Stasavage 2016). Such an interpretation suits very well the pattern of

most Western countries (US, UK, Germany, etc.).

However, the Italian case does not fit into the model. Italy became a

modern tax state neither after WWI nor after WWII, but only during the

economic and political crisis of the 1970s, thanks to the 1974 general tax

reform. How do we explain that? This is my research question.

Why is this important? Taxation has recently been receiving a growing

attention in the social sciences as well as in politics (Piketty 2020). However,

since the 1970s, in most of Western countries state revenue over GDP has

stagnated. States have faced an increasing demand for services (healthcare,

education, infrastructure), necessary to secure economic growth, with very

constrained resources (Prasad 2018). It is time to bring taxation back into

the public discourse as a feasible solution to inequality and climate

change. The study of Italian tax state during the 1970s can help doing that.

4) Tax rate before and after 1974 tax reform
As the table shows, richer taxpayers benefitted from the reform, while

lower income groups paid a higher share.

3) Estimating the distribution of tax burden
The first step to answer the question is to understand who paid the costs of

the post-reform system. We have a consistent time series for income

distribution in Italy based on tax data only since 1975. I was able to find tax

data for 1971. Based on that, I estimated theoretical tax rates before and

after 1974 tax reform. I used 1971 tax date because they also include capital

income, which was later excluded from progressive taxation.

5) The power of vested interests 6) The Italia Fiscal Contract 1960s – 1990s
How was all of that politically sustainable for the ruling Christian

Democratic majority?

I answer the question by relying on the concept of fiscal contract (Levi 1988;

Martin, Mehrotra, Prasad, 2009), according to which the existing fiscal system

is the implicit product of the bargaining power of different interest groups.

In my case study, I argue that the Christian Democrats gathered consensus

for the tax reform by shifting the costs to the leftist opposition while

providing tax exceptions and a clientelistic welfare state to its electorate

(Ferrera 2012).
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Income distribution in Italy in 1971 

(tax data)

p Average income
Millions of lire

0.1 0.369
0.2 0.455
0.3 0.492
0.4 0.574
0.5 0.889
0.6 1.022
0.7 1.329
0.8 1.665
0.9 2.134

0.99 4.304
0.999 8.984
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